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2,107 reviews when a passenger check-in
desk at london&apos;s heathrow airport
disappears in a ball of orange flame, the
explosion is deemed an act of god. but which
god, wonders holistic detective dirk gently?
what god would be hanging around heathrow
trying to catch the 3:37 to oslo? and what has
this to do with dirk&apos;s latest--and late-client, found only this morning with his head
revolv when a passenger check-in desk at
london's heathrow airport disappears in a ball
of orange flame, the explosion is deemed an
act of god. but which god, wonders holistic
detective dirk gently? what god would be
hanging around heathrow trying to catch the
3:37 to oslo? and what has this to do with
dirk's latest--and late-- client, found only this
morning with his head revolving atop the hit
record "hot potato"? amid the hostile
attentions of a stray eagle and the trauma of
a very dirty refrigerator, super-sleuth dirk
gently will once again solve the mysteries of
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patrick i actually didn&apos;t realize there
was a first book till after i read this one and i
still enjoyed it. so i&apos;d say that no, you
don&apos;t.…morei actually didn't realize
there was a first book till after i read this one
and i still enjoyed it. so i'd say that no, you
don't.(less) flag

what happens in the end? i'm left with more
questions than answers as i finished the
book.
1 like · like
5 years ago
see all 2 answers
rick patterson the very last lines of the book
indicate that dirk is going to read the news
and discover that his flat has been utterly
destroyed by the former eagle…morethe very
last lines of the book indicate that dirk is
going to read the news and discover that his
flat has been utterly destroyed by the former
eagle (now restored [just for a second or two]
as a fighter jet). the lawyer and advertising
agent couple have been disposed of by the
timely re-appearance of this jet, so their
contract with odin is dispensed with anyway,
even without thor's legal appeal, which is
clearly successful because he gets back his
powers in order to transform the eagle back
to the fighter jet. are you following all of this?
adams seems to finish the book a bit
abruptly, yes, but these elements are all
there to be picked up. (less) flag
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review of the long dark tea-time of the soul
(dirk gently, #2)write a review may 23, 2019
j.l. sutton rated it really liked it · review of
another edition “the impossible often has a
kind of integrity to it which the merely
improbable lacks.”

so the title the long dark tea-time of the souli
s so fantastic! and the randomness,
quirkiness and interesting meditations of
douglas adams&apos;s detective, dirk gently,
matches the tone set by that title. the novel
even features the norse gods in the modern
world (reminding me of neil gaiman&apos;s
american gods). definitely a different take on
thor than you&apos;ll see in the superhero
movies. the mystery/plot(s) are les “the
impossible often has a kind of integrity to
it which the merely improbable lacks.”

so the title the long dark tea-time of the souli
s so fantastic! and the randomness,
quirkiness and interesting meditations of
douglas adams's detective, dirk gently,
matches the tone set by that title. the novel
even features the norse gods in the modern
world (reminding me of neil gaiman's
american gods). definitely a different take on
thor than you'll see in the superhero movies.
the mystery/plot(s) are less the point here
than simply taking the journey. in that
respect, there's a commonality with adams'
more famous hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy
series. getting to the restaurant at the end of
the universe, for instance, is more important
than the destination. for me, the randomness
can be too random at times and not at all
connected to plot, but again, i know that
wasn't the point. i enjoyed! 3.75 stars.
“it can hardly be a coincidence that no
language on earth has ever produced the
expression, 'as pretty as an airport.”
...more flag 95 likes · like · see review view
all 4 comments mar 25, 2013 bradley rated it
it was amazing shelves: fantasy, 2017-shelf,
sci-fi, humor i had to re-read this because
i&apos;m insane but i&apos;m happy to be
so because i still loved it.
total truth time: it&apos;s not quite as funny
or as sharp in the individual zinger lines as
dirk gently&apos;s holistic detective agency,
but the long-running story gags are
fantastically wicked and cruel and even
profoundly sad.
it&apos;s also more of an adventure tale for
dirk later on, but primarily, it&apos;s all a
mystery. sometimes, the plot is as much of a
mystery, too, but i don&apos;t care. :) after
the rising of new gods i i had to re-read this
because i'm insane but i'm happy to be so
because i still loved it.
total truth time: it's not quite as funny or as
sharp in the individual zinger lines as dirk
gently's holistic detective agency, but the
long-running story gags are fantastically
wicked and cruel and even profoundly sad.
it's also more of an adventure tale for dirk
later on, but primarily, it's all a mystery.
sometimes, the plot is as much of a mystery,
too, but i don't care. :) after the rising of new
gods in asgard and the fate of soooo many
pebbles, and the dark, dark fate of a coke
machine, who really cares? the novel is
brilliant and creative and so darkly funny. it's
enough to make me despair for modern
literature, and this came out in '88!
here's another awesome tidbit. it's the novel
that i first thought of when i first read
american gods. all the greatness of seeing
odin on the page or thor blowing up an
airport is all here and the characterizations
are brilliant.
can i even say that it's even more brilliant
after knowing the legends much better? you
bet i can! i read this when i was 14 years old
the first time and let's be frank... i didn't know
crap. i learned most of what i knew about
thor from this book and the fact that there
was some silly marvel comic that i wasn't
even tempted to read was about it. and now?
soooooo nice! :) even the little in-jokes about
the gods are all here. it's a bit more erudite
than i expected it to be. :)
but it's also so funny! do i love eagles even
more now? you bet! am i even more annoyed
with yuppies? you bet! do i want to run out
and get some 300 count sheets and snuggle
in them, perhaps get an eyepatch and avoid
big strapping men with hammers? you bet!
poor dirk. i have to admit that his horoscope
is always dead-on. :)
my one complaint is that there wasn't a whole
series made out of this. i still wonder just how
amazingly cool it could have been to have a
full bookcase full of these and point to it as
the most amazing thing evah.
*sigh*
some authors just overflow with goodness.
douglas adams was one of them. *sigh*
...more flag 82 likes · like · see review view
all 26 comments mar 24, 2017 trish rated it it
was amazing · review of another edition this
is the second book about dirk gently, the
holistic private investigator. a seriously
underestimated series (or what was to
become a series, i&apos;m sure).
in this second volume, dirk is not really at his
best. something is wrong and he can&apos;t
put his finger to it. to make matters worse, a
very well off client, who promised to
voluntarily pay for all sorts of quirks, is not
just crazy as dirk had thought, but ends up
dead (money sure does seem to have a way
of getting away from dirk). dirk&apos;s horo
this is the second book about dirk gently, the
holistic private investigator. a seriously
underestimated series (or what was to
become a series, i'm sure).
in this second volume, dirk is not really at his
best. something is wrong and he can't put his
finger to it. to make matters worse, a very
well off client, who promised to voluntarily
pay for all sorts of quirks, is not just crazy as
dirk had thought, but ends up dead (money
sure does seem to have a way of getting
away from dirk). dirk's horoscope is even
worse than usual but instead of taking the
holistic approach, he chalks it up to an
acquaintance of his being even more
annoying than usual (that acquaintance is
writing that particular horoscope). add to that
a weird incident at heathrow airport (it had it
coming if you ask me, i hate that place) and
several encounters with fridges and a cocacola vending machine and you get the usual
silliness for which douglas adams was so
famous for.
however, as is also signature da, no matter
how silly his characters or observations, they
are also spot on. like how airports are the
worst places on earth and how everyone is
aggravated there. or how the simplest things
we're used to can seem paramount when
living somewhere this simple thing isn't
normal and certainly not simple (yes, i'm
talking about the pizza deliveries - paul, is it
true that london doesn't have (or didn't have,
in the 80s?) pizza delivering services, but
that you have (had?) to pick the pizza up
yourself instead?).
throughout the book there are hilarious
moments, classics of the comedy genre. like
when kate is at heathrow in the very
beginning. or when (view spoiler)[the eagle is
in dirk's office/apartment, he locks it in the
kitchen, it repeatedly flies against the kitchen
door in order to get out, then dirk opens the
door, the eagle doesn't notice in time and
instead slams into the wall of the next room
(hide spoiler)]. or how kate often gets
revenge for not having a pizza delivery
service in london. in fact, her interaction with
(view spoiler)[thor (hide spoiler)] in general.
or how dirk gets his jaguar from the
mechanic (see below). or how (view
spoiler)[a certain couple got what they had
coming (hide spoiler)] at the very end of the
book.
i was once again involuntarily attracting a lot
of attention on my commute home when i
burst out laughing on several occasions.
here, for those who already know the book or
want to laugh but not read the book (*gasps*
shame on you all!):
he did at last understand that the mechanic
was also claiming that a family of starlings
had at some point in the past made their nest
in a sensitive part of the engine's workings
and had subsequently perished horribly,
taking sensitive parts of the engine with
them, and at this point dirk began to cast
about himself desperately for what to do.
he noticed that the mechanic's pick-up truck
was standing nearby with its engine still
running, and elected to make off with this
instead. being a slightly less slow and
cumbersome runner than the mechanic he
was able to put this plan into operation with a
minimum of difficulty.
he swung out into the lane, drove off into the
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night and parked three miles down the road.
he left the van's lights on, let down its tyres,
and hid himself behind a tree. after about ten
minutes his jaguar came hurtling round the
corner, passed the van, hauled itself to an
abrupt halt and reversed wildly back towards
it. the mechanic threw open the door, leapt
out and hurried over to reclaim his property,
leaving dirk with the opportunity he needed to
leap from behind the tree and reclaim his
own.
he spun his wheels pointedly and drove off in
a kind of grim triumph, ...
or this little gem:
an "act of god". merely a chance, careless
phrase by which people were able to dispose
conveniently of awkward phenomena that
would admit of no more rational explanation.
but it was the chance carelessness of it
which particularly appealed to dirk because
words used carelessly, as if they did not
matter in any serious way, often allowed
otherwise well-guarded truths to seep
through.
one thing was scary: the lawyer? the whole
time i read the speech he gave dirk i kept
hearing donald trump (you know, the
pronunciation, the repetition, "the greatest",
...)!
nevertheless, despite such golden moments
of comedy and the fact that (view
spoiler)[norse gods (my second favourite
canon) (hide spoiler)] were in this, i didn't
love this as much as the first book. maybe it
was because dirk wasn't on top of his game
and i kept screaming at him internally that he
had already noticed the significant bits, just
subconsciously. or because although there
were sharp observations in this as well, they
weren't as sharp or as numerous as in the
first book. i don't know. however, those are
also very strong emotions the book invoked
and the writing style was once again top
notch and very engaging, the characters all
quirky and realistic though (or especially
because) extremely whacky.
before writing this review, i intended to "only"
give this 4 stars to mark the difference
between this and the previous volume.
however, now that i've gathered my thoughts
for this review, i think that would be an
injustice - the first one was perfection from
start to finish, this one was "only" but still
excellent after all. thus, i'm giving it 5 stars
yet again, because i'm a solid douglas adams
fangirl now and it is clear that i love dirk
gently and am thoroughly saddened by how
soon the series has had to come to an end.
i'll definitely finish this up by also reading the
"3rd" (actually just a collection of what
douglas adams had prepared for a third
novel plus some other bits and pieces he
might have turned into books had he not died
much too soon). ...more flag 69 likes · like
· see review view all 65 comments aug 03,
2010 carol. rated it liked it shelves: urbanfantasy, my-library, my-library-hardcover
almost entirely, but not quite, unlike tea–i
mean, the hitchhiker’s guide to the galaxy.
there is no way easy way to say this, but
despite ingredients that should be interesting,
it just fails to work for me. however, unlike
american gods, which resembles it more than
a bit, it is entirely more palatable and has
100% less offensive scenes, so there is that
(i may have some trouble with statistics
here). nonetheless, because it is contains
some douglas adamsisms that have stuck
with me through th almost entirely, but not
quite, unlike tea–i mean, the hitchhiker’s
guide to the galaxy. there is no way easy way
to say this, but despite ingredients that
should be interesting, it just fails to work for
me. however, unlike american gods, which
resembles it more than a bit, it is entirely
more palatable and has 100% less offensive
scenes, so there is that (i may have some
trouble with statistics here). nonetheless,
because it is contains some douglas
adamsisms that have stuck with me through
the years, it still had moments of brilliance.
take his airport rule, for instance:
“it can hardly be a coincidence that no
language on earth has ever produced the
expression ‘as pretty as an airport.’
airports are ugly. some are very ugly.
some attain a degree of ugliness that can
only be the result of a special effort. this
ugliness arises because airports are full
of people who are tired, cross, and have
just discovered that their luggage has
landed in murmansk (murmansk airport is
the only known exception to this
otherwise infallible rule), and architects
have on the whole tried to reflect this in
their designs.”
this is true. there is nothing about any airport
that is pretty. most people there are indeed
tired and cross, which is why when they
discover that their plane has been delayed,
or cancelled, or erupted in flames, they tend
to overreact.

but an airport is just the beginning of roughly
three separate plot lines, give or take; a
young woman who is thwarted from a
vacation to oslo by a mysterious giant of a
man and a fireball blowing up the check-in
counter; dirk gently, a detective who is hired
to protect an unethical producer; and a
mysterious old man who would like to lay in
bed and be gently catered to by a team of
nursing staff. dirk’s own adventures further
degenerate into conflicts with a large eagle
and a malevolent refrigerator. it’s all very
puzzling mostly due to the narrative breaks
and confused protagonists more than any
real mystery on the part of the universe.
having been a fan of hitchhikers and frequent
re-listener to stephen fry’s reading, i
couldn’t help but see similarities between the
lead characters. dirk comes across like a
slightly smarter version of zaphod and arthur,
a strange mix of lucky and clueless. i don’t
know that he ‘solves’ anything so much as
stumbles unto the solution. the young
woman, kate, is quite literally, taken for a ride
and had some of the general nondescriptiveness feel that i always got from
trillian.
mostly, tea-time contains entertaining
interludes and observations loosely
connected by plot. to me, it works better in
wacky unreal space adventures than in a
mystery.
when i was young, i was an enormous fan of
the hitchhiker’s guide to the galaxy. i must
have read it ten times. i bought whatever i
could then lay my teenage hands on, written
by mr. adams. but the dirk gently series
never really gelled with me. was it a window
of interest? i sold off the first, but the title of
the second was too, too appropriate to let go.
for years i have thought of that saying, that
mysterious four o’clock ennui of the soul
(both am and pm) and thought that the book
deserved a re-read on that alone, as well as
notes on a driving technique which i’ve
totally used (note it works much better in
rural areas and suburbs).
“perhaps it would save time if he went
back to get his car, but then again it was
only a short distance, and he had a
tremendous propensity for getting lost
when driving. this was largely because of
his ‘zen’ method of navigation, which
was simply to find any car that looked as
if it knew where it was going and follow it.
the results were more often surprising
than successful, but he felt it was worth it
for the sake of the few occasions when it
was both.” ...more flag 48 likes · like · see
review view all 8 comments aug 05, 2007
thorir2007 rated it really liked it · review of
another edition shelves: greatbooks unlike
his “hitchhiker’s guide to the galaxy” series
(a collection of humorous vignettes without
much of a plot, continuity, or character
development), douglas adams’ dirk gently
series (two novels and some sketches for a
third one, included in the “salmon of doubt”)
is in fact literature of the first degree. in the
second novel, “the long dark tea-time of the
soul,” dirk gently, a private “holistic”
investigator (an eccentric slob, perpetually
broke, capricious, silly, and wonderfully
insightfu unlike his “hitchhiker’s guide to the
galaxy” series (a collection of humorous
vignettes without much of a plot, continuity,
or character development), douglas adams’
dirk gently series (two novels and some
sketches for a third one, included in the
“salmon of doubt”) is in fact literature of the
first degree. in the second novel, “the long
dark tea-time of the soul,” dirk gently, a
private “holistic” investigator (an eccentric
slob, perpetually broke, capricious, silly, and
wonderfully insightful), while minding his
client’s (kate, a somewhat confused gal from
new york) interests, unravels a pseudoconspiracy involving the norse gods (all of
them), in which the gods are the victims.
employing his own special methods (which
differ from sherlock holmes’ methods in that
dirk has a soft spot for the impossible and
does not like to dismiss it), dirk manages to
a) side with the gods b) save them c) punish
the guilty d) help his client e) end up broke
again. the last bit is fine by him (in the
previous novel, he sent a bill to a client of his,
whose missing cat he was supposed to find,
with just one item on it, “saving the universe.
no charge”).
laced with adams’ trademark humor, this
novel certainly puts its author in the same
category with mark twain, chekhov, and
maupassant. i’m not exaggerating.
...more flag 39 likes · like · see review nov
19, 2012 robin (bridge four) rated it liked it
shelves: super-sidekicks, sci-fi this used to
be one of my favorite books when i was 18
(that was more than a few years ago *cough*
thirty something *cough*). i was definitely
going through a ‘i love everything douglas
adams’ phase at the time and while i still like
this book because sometimes the
ridiculousness of the plot and randomness of
how everything happens is still so much fun i
didn’t enjoy it as much as i did back then.
there are some great things in this. there is
dirk who is a funny and severely quirky
character who this used to be one of my
favorite books when i was 18 (that was more
than a few years ago *cough* thirty
something *cough*). i was definitely going
through a ‘i love everything douglas adams’
phase at the time and while i still like this
book because sometimes the ridiculousness
of the plot and randomness of how
everything happens is still so much fun i
didn’t enjoy it as much as i did back then.
there are some great things in this. there is
dirk who is a funny and severely quirky
character who is often very creative in his
role as a holistic detective. i really do laugh at
the odd way in which he sees the world and
interacts with it.
“he had a tremendous propensity for getting
lost when driving. this was largely because of
his method of “zen” navigation, which was
simply to find any car that looked as if it
knew where it was going and follow it. the
results were more often surprising than
successful, but he felt it was worth it for the
sake of the few occasions when it was both.”
“when the girl sitting at the next table looked
away for a moment, dirk leaned over and
took her coffee. he knew that he was
perfectly safe doing this because she
would simply not be able to believe that
this had happened. he sat sipping at the
lukewarm cup and casting his mind back
over the day.”
while if i met him in real life i’d probably like
to deck him, in the story i find his antics and
musings completely fascinating and
sometimes hilarious.
some of the story seemed more like just
random events to me this time through and
while situationally funny i wasn’t sure how it
all moved together sometimes. thor having
performance issues was entertaining as
was kate trying to figure out why right after
she left the ticketing gate at heathrow airport
did it blow un and what is with all the
penguins in her subconscious.
“insofar as she recognized at all that she
was dreaming, she realized that she must be
exploring her subconscious mind. she had
heard it said that humans are supposed only
to use about a tenth of their brains, and that
no one was really clear what the other nine
tenths were for, but she had certainly never
heard it suggested that they were used for
storing penguins.”
adams wrote some wonderful jokes
throughout the story but now that i’ve read
so many more books i see where there are
some real pacing problems and the actual
story is a bit lackluster overall, but the jokes
are great.
even though this isn’t as great as i once
remembered it being i still so love to dive
into this type of humor from time to time
and just give into
the improbability and
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impossibility of it all.
...more flag 37 likes · like · see review view
all 7 comments may 16, 2011 toby rated it
really liked it · review of another edition
shelves: fantastical, funny, whodunnit 20,000
ratings, 500 reviews? why bother to add
another one to the masses? you don&apos;t
need me to tell you to read this book, if
you&apos;ve gotten this far you&apos;re
either already a fan of adams or like me you
picked it up because of the moody title and
should have now found out that it&apos;s a
sequel to the original dirk gently&apos;s
holistic detective agency. fear not, you
don&apos;t really need to have read the
other one to enjoy this additional piece of
absurdity from douglas adams. instead
i&apos;ll make five points 20,000 ratings, 500
reviews? why bother to add another one to
the masses? you don't need me to tell you to
read this book, if you've gotten this far you're
either already a fan of adams or like me you
picked it up because of the moody title and
should have now found out that it's a sequel
to the original dirk gently's holistic detective
agency. fear not, you don't really need to
have read the other one to enjoy this
additional piece of absurdity from douglas
adams. instead i'll make five points about the
second dirk gently if i may.
1. i've read this book more than any other
douglas adams book.
2. this is my good friend emily's favourite
ever book; she loves it so much that she
judges people by whether they have it on
their bookshelf or not, whether they've even
read it and most importantly how much they
enjoyed it. happily i still enjoyed this book,
my friendship with emily is safe.
3. the bbc tv series recently aired and was
totally and completely brilliant, the
performance of stephen mangan as dirk
gently is as close to perfection as you get in
a tv adaptation. so good was his
performance that i read through this book
today and could only imagine him as dirk, as
if adams wrote it with him in mind (impossible
but dirk doesn't have any problems with
impossible, as long as he can find out how
it's done.)
4. written in 1987 apparently pizza was not
delivered in the uk at this time. the horror! i
cannot imagine a world where you can't get
pizza delivered. no wonder pizza hut was
such a big thing when it opened in my town
as a child.
5. combining the content of this novel and the
fact that he wrote don't panic: the official
hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy companion,
neil gaiman was clearly influenced by adams
when writing american gods and for the first
time i realised that some of the parts of good
omens i'd attributed to terry pratchett in my
mind were obviously examples of early
gaiman.
and there you have it, another collection of
words written about this book on gr. well
worth reading. ...more flag 31 likes · like
· see review view 2 comments jun 30, 2007
jon rated it liked it · review of another edition
recommends it for: douglas adams fans
unfortunately, adams&apos; sequel to dirk
gently&apos;s holistic detective agency
isn&apos;t as tightly-written as its
predecessor. on the sentence level, adams is
still writing furiously funny jokes, but the
long, dark tea-time of the soul ends up
feeling like first-class humor wrapped loosely
around second-class plot and characters.
adams has been accused of writing
punchlines rather than plots, and it shows in
this book perhaps more so than anywhere
else. i also thought the book&apos;s flow
suffered greatly in p unfortunately, adams'
sequel to dirk gently's holistic detective
agency isn't as tightly-written as its
predecessor. on the sentence level, adams is
still writing furiously funny jokes, but the
long, dark tea-time of the soul ends up
feeling like first-class humor wrapped loosely
around second-class plot and characters.
adams has been accused of writing
punchlines rather than plots, and it shows in
this book perhaps more so than anywhere
else. i also thought the book's flow suffered
greatly in places, with important scenes not
having enough space devoted to their
development (especially in the last few
pages, such as the valhalla scene). in
addition, dirk gently's "fundamental
interconnectedness" approach to
investigation--where everything is important
because it's linked to everything else--is still
present here, but the linked items don't line
up as neatly as they did in the first book. i
also found the conclusion lacking: at the end
of dirk gently's..., i said "fantastic!" aloud to
the room around me; at the end of the long,
dark... i turned the page and, when there
was nothing else to read, said aloud, "that's
it?" so: five stars for humor, but minus two for
poor plot and flow. ...more flag 29 likes · like
· see review view all 5 comments jun 07,
2017 cyndi rated it liked it i love douglas
adams but this book missed the mark a wee
bit for me. although the stuff with the gods
was fun i&apos;m not sure how much help
dirk was and the ending was a little abrupt.
but otherwise, there were some funny parts. i
love douglas adams but this book missed the
mark a wee bit for me. although the stuff with
the gods was fun i'm not sure how much help
dirk was and the ending was a little abrupt.
but otherwise, there were some funny parts.
...more flag 22 likes · like · see review view
all 3 comments apr 12, 2012 mohamed rated
it liked it this is very hard for me, you know? i
love douglas adams; i adore his phrasing, his
word structure, and how he manages to
make things seem funny,ridiculous,
menacing or heartbreaking. i&apos;ve loved
the hitchhiker books, and he continues to be
one of the writers i care for quite immensely.
this is why rating this book as 3/5 is so sad
for me, this book started off great, with plenty
of intrigue and mystery, and a bunch of
characters that seemed interesting and off
their rockers (in other words, regul this is very
hard for me, you know? i love douglas
adams; i adore his phrasing, his word
structure, and how he manages to make
things seem funny,ridiculous, menacing or
heartbreaking. i've loved the hitchhiker
books, and he continues to be one of the
writers i care for quite immensely.
this is why rating this book as 3/5 is so sad
for me, this book started off great, with plenty
of intrigue and mystery, and a bunch of
characters that seemed interesting and off
their rockers (in other words, regular adams
fare). so, i thought i was going to love it, and i
did!
but then i came to the last few chapters, and
it seems like someone was on adams's case,
asking him to finish the damn book. the
whole thing seems hurried, with characters
jumping around and events taking place so
fast that you couldn't even tell what had
happened until you've read it again. his
randomness, which is endearing when used
carefully, is tossed about everywhere, as he
ties up every single loose end in a matter of a
few paragraphs.
i won't lie; i felt cheated by the end of this
book, and i don't like to be cheated. ...more
flag 17 likes · like · see review jan 29, 2014
robin hobb rated it it was amazing if this title
does not speak to you, then perhaps this
book is not for you. i loved it. flag 17
likes · like · see review view 2 comments oct
09, 2007 jerzy rated it really liked it lots of
hilarious moments, though the
pacing&apos;s not quite up to the level set in
the first dirk gently book. the ending
especially feels rushed - he spends a long
time building up this fantastic web of
complexity, and then rips it down with a
climax and ending that together are barely
longer than "but it all worked out okay in the
end."
but, as a math student working through too
many proofs right now, i really love
dirk&apos;s way of thinking! ...especially his
reversal of sherlock-holmes-style logic:
" lots of hilarious moments, though the
pacing's not quite up to the level set in the
first dirk gently book. the ending especially
feels rushed - he spends a long time building
up this fantastic web of complexity, and then
rips it down with a climax and ending that
together are barely longer than "but it all
worked out okay in the end."
but, as a math student working through too
many proofs right now, i really love dirk's way
of thinking! ...especially his reversal of
sherlock-holmes-style logic:
"what was the sherlock holmes principle?
'once you have discounted the impossible,
then whatever remains, however improbable,
must be the truth.' "
"i reject that entirely," said dirk sharply. "the
impossible often has a kind of integrity to it
which the merely improbable lacks. how
often have you been presented with an
apparently rational explanation of something
that works in all respects other than one,
which is just that it is hopelessly improbable?
your instinct is to say, 'yes, but he or she
simply wouldn't do that.' "
"well, it happened to me today, in fact,"
replied kate.
"ah, yes," said dirk, slapping the table and
making the glasses jump, "your girl in the
wheelchair--a perfect example. the idea that
she is somehow receiving yesterday's stock
market prices apparently out of thin air is
merely impossible, and therefore must be the
case, because the idea that she is
maintaining an immensely complex and
laborious hoax of no benefit to herself is
hopelessly improbable. the first idea merely
supposes that there is something we
don't know about, and god knows there
are enough of those. the second, however,
runs contrary to something fundamental and
human which we do know about. we should
therefore be very suspicious of it and all its
specious rationality."
words to live by. stay open-minded, because
there's a lot we don't know about. ...more flag
15 likes · like · see review jan 13, 2009
madeline rated it really liked it shelves:
science-fiction, the-list once again, rather
than attempt to describe the latest of holistic
detective dirk gently&apos;s adventures, i will
instead present a selection of completely
random quotes from the book. they really
have nothing to do with each other, but i like
them.
"it can hardly be a coincidence that no
language on earth has ever produced the
expression &apos;as pretty as an
airport.&apos;
airports are ugly. some are very ugly. some
attain a degree of ugliness that can only be
the result of a special effort. this ugliness ari
once again, rather than attempt to describe
the latest of holistic detective dirk gently's
adventures, i will instead present a selection
of completely random quotes from the book.
they really have nothing to do with each
other, but i like them.
"it can hardly be a coincidence that no
language on earth has ever produced the
expression 'as pretty as an airport.'
airports are ugly. some are very ugly. some
attain a degree of ugliness that can only be
the result of a special effort. this ugliness
arises because airports are full of people who
are tired, cross, and have just discovered
that their luggage has landed in murmansk
(murmansk airport is the only known
exception to this otherwise infallible rule),
and architects have on the whole tried to
reflect this in their designs."
"perhaps it would save time if he went back
to get his car, but then again it was only a
short distance, and he had a tremendous
propensity for getting lost when driving. this
was largely because of his 'zen' method of
navigation, which was simply to find any car
that looked as if it knew where it was going
and follow it. the results were more often
surprising than successful, but he felt it was
worth it for the sake of the few occasions
when it was both."
"confuse your enemy, he thought. it was a
little like phoning somebody up, and saying
'yes? hello?' in a testy voice when they
answered, which was one of dirk's favorite
methods of whiling away long, hot summer
afternoons."
oh, douglas adams. shine on, you crazy
diamond. ...more flag 13 likes · like · see
review view 1 comment mar 10, 2021 rj slayer of trolls rated it it was ok shelves:
1001-books-read the one and only sequel to
dirk gently&apos;s holistic detective agency
is funnier, at least in the first half, and no less
eccentric than its predecessor. a favorite
highlight here is the female lead character
attempting to explain the concept of "humor"
to the director of a psychiatric institute.
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unfortunately in the second half humor is all
but forgotten as adams attempts to
satisfactorily tie together all the crazy plot
elements - attacking eagles, stubborn
vending machines, murderous demons, bu
the one and only sequel to dirk gently's
holistic detective agency is funnier, at least in
the first half, and no less eccentric than its
predecessor. a favorite highlight here is the
female lead character attempting to explain
the concept of "humor" to the director of a
psychiatric institute.
unfortunately in the second half humor is all
but forgotten as adams attempts to
satisfactorily tie together all the crazy plot
elements - attacking eagles, stubborn
vending machines, murderous demons,
bumbling norse gods, etc. - with some
measure of coherency, and succeeds only to
a degree. ...more flag 13 likes · like · see
review aug 30, 2016 becky rated it really
liked it shelves: hilarity adams addiction to
mocking the every day mundane and inane
just really tickles me. like, every single time,
i&apos;m laughing at simple irreverence. i
feel like adams was the type of man that you
really wanted to avoid slightly annoying
because you would end up in one of his
books, in a section about bistro math, or how
no culture has the term "pretty as an airport."
ldtts is a quick read, its hilarious, its probably
the light-hearted thing that you are looking for
that you dont even know you want.
als adams addiction to mocking the every
day mundane and inane just really tickles
me. like, every single time, i'm laughing at
simple irreverence. i feel like adams was the
type of man that you really wanted to avoid
slightly annoying because you would end up
in one of his books, in a section about bistro
math, or how no culture has the term "pretty
as an airport."
ldtts is a quick read, its hilarious, its probably
the light-hearted thing that you are looking for
that you dont even know you want.
also, britain, do you seriously not get pizza
delivered? i mean, really? what century is
this even? ...more flag 13 likes · like · see
review view 2 comments may 26, 2012 harry
kane rated it it was amazing i have yet to see
or hear a coherent explanation why american
gods breaks records, whereas this gem,
which even gaiman himself i think would
agree is in quite a higher league, never did
make a splash. just because it&apos;s not
set in america? that would be pathetic. i have
yet to see or hear a coherent explanation
why american gods breaks records, whereas
this gem, which even gaiman himself i think
would agree is in quite a higher league,
never did make a splash. just because it's not
set in america? that would be pathetic.
...more flag 12 likes · like · see review aug
12, 2007 john wiswell rated it it was amazing
recommends it for: fantasy readers, sci fi
readers, theology readers, humor readers
adams&apos; bizarre book is more of an
adventure than a mystery, and more of a
picaresque than an adventure. it&apos;s
true, this plot wanders and is flimsy at times,
but adams always makes up for it with clever
insights and hilarious jokes. minor events
mushroom at the end to unexpected
relevance, a very bold literary move that
would be a sign of laziness if these moves
didn&apos;t work and we didn&apos;t
recognize adams&apos; competence as a
writer from the execution of his humor
throughout. fantasy readers and
adams&apos; adams' bizarre book is more of
an adventure than a mystery, and more of a
picaresque than an adventure. it's true, this
plot wanders and is flimsy at times, but
adams always makes up for it with clever
insights and hilarious jokes. minor events
mushroom at the end to unexpected
relevance, a very bold literary move that
would be a sign of laziness if these moves
didn't work and we didn't recognize adams'
competence as a writer from the execution of
his humor throughout. fantasy readers and
adams' fans will have an easier time with
some of the leaps in logic (such as what
happens to a god when nobody believes in
it), and most readers shouldn't expect a
hardline plot after the first hundred pages of
inaction and wild action. you go along with
adams because of his creativity, exhibited in
such things as derogatory horoscopes,
depressed deities and a philosophical
calculater. his writing style is so absurd that,
unless you don't hitch onto the entertainment
value and profound ramifications, you ought
to appreciate the absurd plotting that works
as its product. ...more flag 11 likes · like
· see review jan 05, 2017 jacob overmark
rated it liked it shelves: read-owned,
reviewed, british a hot potato, a new fridge hand delivered from the black market - and a
severed head on a record player.
dirk gently is on a new assignment, or so it
seems.
is it really possible that a blast in heathrow t2
is an "act of god" or is it just a neat and comein-handy clause in the insurance policy?
is it true that you can´t get a pack of
cigarettes after sunset anywhere in london
and st pancras station resembles valhalla?
have the old norse gods sold out, or been
caught in a hostile takeover?
and a a hot potato, a new fridge - hand
delivered from the black market - and a
severed head on a record player.
dirk gently is on a new assignment, or so it
seems.
is it really possible that a blast in heathrow t2
is an "act of god" or is it just a neat and comein-handy clause in the insurance policy?
is it true that you can´t get a pack of
cigarettes after sunset anywhere in london
and st pancras station resembles valhalla?
have the old norse gods sold out, or been
caught in a hostile takeover?
and as if these questions are not properly
holistic, what about the infamous man with
the scythe and all the eagles?
the truth is out there with the coca cola
vending machine and loads of fresh crispy
white bedlinen of the absolutely best quality.
please have your ticket and passport ready,
or you will not be allowed on the plane.
this is for you who want to believe - to
everyone else its 300 pages of
psychobabble. ...more flag 11 likes · like
· see review view 2 comments may 23, 2011
nathan rated it it was ok shelves: read-2011,
real-world-fantasy the back jacked of this
book promised me it was "funnier than
psycho" and "shorter than war and peace."
now, i thought that these were jokes. i
assumed that that tag was cute and that it
would be quite funny. in fact, funnier than
psycho is about as good as the humor was. it
was there, but rarely very funny and
generally simply kinda cute. it was in fact
shorter than war and peace.
i didn&apos;t expect much for plot. it is a
douglas adams book after all, but i had
hoped for decent characters. unfortu the
back jacked of this book promised me it was
"funnier than psycho" and "shorter than war
and peace." now, i thought that these were
jokes. i assumed that that tag was cute and
that it would be quite funny. in fact, funnier
than psycho is about as good as the humor
was. it was there, but rarely very funny and
generally simply kinda cute. it was in fact
shorter than war and peace.
i didn't expect much for plot. it is a douglas
adams book after all, but i had hoped for
decent characters. unfortunately there is so
much going on that none of the characters
has a real chance to develop. the shifting
character perspective didn't help either. the
book was quite short, and chapters told from
multiple character points of view don't really
have enough room to let the characters grow,
just paint the bare bones plot.
the ending was just bad. not that what
happened was bad, but it seemed that
adams' editors told him he needed to cut 50
pages, and he subsequently decided to cut
50 of the last 55. the action was jammed
together, not fleshed out, and a little hard to
follow. for as mediocre as the rest of the
book was, the ending was a let down.
i don't think i'd recommend the book to
anyone except the most devoted adams fan.
unless your reading goal includes being able
to say "yeah, i've read all of his books," i
don't see any reason why you should pick
this up. ...more flag 9 likes · like · see review
jul 08, 2014 kaethe rated it it was amazing ·
review of another edition shelves: humor,
strong-smart-female-protagonist, fiction,
mystery, time-travel, scifi, beloved, lockedroom 1 jan 1988
the travails of trying to order a pizza, valhalla
in london, and unexpected encounters with
thor. i loved it.
16 september, 2012
tash talked me into watching thor, which i
enjoyed enormously. and it reminded me of
adams&apos; thor, committing an act of (a)
god, when he can&apos;t catch a flight to
oslo. more than thirty years later air travel
has only become more annoying.it&apos;s
still fantastically funny, but i&apos;m aware
of a sadness to it that i didn&apos;t notice on
previous readings. the heroine is a wi 1 jan
1988
the travails of trying to order a pizza, valhalla
in london, and unexpected encounters with
thor. i loved it.
16 september, 2012
tash talked me into watching thor, which i
enjoyed enormously. and it reminded me of
adams' thor, committing an act of (a) god,
when he can't catch a flight to oslo. more
than thirty years later air travel has only
become more annoying.it's still fantastically
funny, but i'm aware of a sadness to it that i
didn't notice on previous readings. the
heroine is a widow, the gods are bewildered,
homeless and aimless, the yuppies are as
annoying as ever. adams has trouble with
plot, so even after reading this at least three
times, i'm not exactly clear on what
happened at the climax. but with age i seem
to have acquired some acceptance: it doesn't
bother me that i don't know the details, since
the crux is apparent.i wonder what i'll think of
it in another thirty years?
27 november, 2016
i'm kind of astounded at what i remembered
and what i didn't (the bath, but not the eagle).
this time i'm amazed by all the threads
connecting it to newer works and authors i
enjoy. i don't suppose i'll ever stop imaging
what else he might have done if he'd lived
longer. ...more flag 9 likes · like · see review
jan 23, 2011 nicky rated it really liked it
shelves: fantasy, based-on-myth-saga-etc,
mystery, humour i&apos;m not sure whether
this is the effect of not being jammed into half
a train seat by someone twice the size of me,
but the long dark tea-time of the soul seemed
less funny but more absorbing than the first
book. it helped that it included norse gods, i
think. i had no idea that douglas adams had
tangled with them.
on the other hand, i don&apos;t really think
that as much seemed to happen, somehow.
less plates seemed to be spinning. i think
that was a good thing for the narrative, but it
seemed to mak i'm not sure whether this is
the effect of not being jammed into half a
train seat by someone twice the size of me,
but the long dark tea-time of the soul seemed
less funny but more absorbing than the first
book. it helped that it included norse gods, i
think. i had no idea that douglas adams had
tangled with them.
on the other hand, i don't really think that as
much seemed to happen, somehow. less
plates seemed to be spinning. i think that
was a good thing for the narrative, but it
seemed to make the second book different in
tone from the first... (and then i wonder if that
was just because at no point did i have to
stuff my kindle back into a bag and run to get
off a train because i was about to miss
getting off at the correct station. i suspect i'm
more influenced by the circumstances in
which i read books than i realise.)
so... on some levels, i enjoyed this more than
the first book, and on some levels, less. quite
an odd feeling.
i do like the nine tenths of the subconscious
being given over to penguins. ...more flag 9
likes · like · see review view all 4 comments
sep 26, 2010 f.r. rated it really liked it ·
review of another edition as much as i
enjoyed ‘dirk gently’s holistic detective
agency’, i have to say that ‘the long dark teatime of the soul’ is the better book. the
reason for that is simple – you get more dirk
for your pound! whereas it was halfway
through before this most intriguing of
detectives put in an appearance in the first
novel, here he arrives in chapter three –
waging a war with his cleaner as to which of
them is actually going to open the fridge door
(something which hasn’t been done in over
three month as much as i enjoyed ‘dirk
gently’s holistic detective agency’, i have to
say that ‘the long dark tea-time of the soul’
is the better book. the reason for that is
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simple – you get more dirk for your pound!
whereas it was halfway through before this
most intriguing of detectives put in an
appearance in the first novel, here he arrives
in chapter three – waging a war with his
cleaner as to which of them is actually going
to open the fridge door (something which
hasn’t been done in over three months) and
clean out whatever he or she finds within. it’s
a highly amusing vignette, and one which
adams has the genius to turn into a major
plot point.
having now re-read the whole canon, i think
i’m qualified to examine dirk gently as a
detective – and i find he actually has a great
deal in common with sherlock holmes. (a
man with whom he has fundamental
differences on the subject of eliminating the
impossible). like holmes he seems to be
asexual, with a love of clutter and a great
deal of esoteric information at his fingertips.
indeed he is possibly even more observant
than sherlock, as there are things that dirk
would spot which sherlock would never give
a moment’s credence to. unfortunately
though, there isn’t a john watson equivalent
on the scene to recount episode after
episode of this great man’s adventures, but
then gently may be an even more infuriating
person to hang around with than his baker
street colleague.
indeed this tale opens with gently’s
secretary, having finally abandoned him,
working at the check-in at heathrow terminal
two. when a passenger can’t board a plane
the check-in desk shoots suddenly, and
inexplicably, hundreds of feet into the air.
from there we encounter angry eagles,
mysterious coke machines, one of the most
truly bizarre murders in fiction (which is then,
truly bizarrely, labelled a suicide by the
police) and the entrance to valhalla through
london’s st pancras station. once again
adams’ plotting is not as strong as it could
be, and the final quarter does drag
somewhat, but it’s brilliantly written and the
jokes do keep coming.
it is a real shame that adams died and we
don’t have half a dozen more gently tales
(though given his productivity, that probably
would have been unlikely anyway). but at
least we have the two, and i promise it won’t
be another twenty years before i re-read
them again. ...more flag 8 likes · like · see
review view all 3 comments feb 06, 2013 lisa
bouchard rated it it was amazing this is one
of my favorite books of all time. i will re-read
or re-listen to it at least once a year and even
though i know the story backwards and
forwards, it never fails to entertain me. flag 8
likes · like · see review view all 5 comments
jul 20, 2015 chelsea rated it it was amazing
shelves: read-in-2015, male-protagonist,
reviewed amaze-balls. douglas
adams&apos;s best work, hands down.
so last year i read all of the hitchhiker&apos;s
guide books and loved them, though by the
last one you could tell adams didn&apos;t
want to write them anymore. i adored
adams&apos;s humor and style, so i was
excited to read the two dirk gently books. the
first book suffered for me a little bit because
over the first third of the book was very
disconnected. but in this one you can see the
connections through the various plotlines
early on. in some of adams&apos;s o amazeballs. douglas adams's best work, hands
down.
so last year i read all of the hitchhiker's guide
books and loved them, though by the last
one you could tell adams didn't want to write
them anymore. i adored adams's humor and
style, so i was excited to read the two dirk
gently books. the first book suffered for me a
little bit because over the first third of the
book was very disconnected. but in this one
you can see the connections through the
various plotlines early on. in some of adams's
other books, the plot seems to jump around
randomly, and while random-ness does
abound here, it's much easier to see its
greater purpose, and how everything fits
together, which is why i found the story itself
more engaging.
and then adams brought in one of my favorite
tropes- (view spoiler)[bringing fictional
characters to life. fictional characters from my
favorite brand of mythology, norse. and thor
was just so thor. (hide spoiler)] i knew at that
point i was going to love this.
maybe the mystery itself wasn't as well built
as the mystery in the last one, but honestly, i
enjoyed the ride a hell of a lot more, the
mystery didn't even matter that much. the
characters were well-developed, and i liked
kate way more than any of adams's other
female characters. dirk is still a jerk, of
course, but a lot more sympathetic than in
the last book, and i loved seeing his methods
and the way he approached things.
honestly the only complaint is that the ending
is a bit rushed. in fact i went back a few
pages to make sure i hadn't missed anything.
having heard things about how adams
approached deadlines, it makes me wonder if
maybe he ran out of time, so just wrapped
everything up quicker than originally planned.
that or he felt the book was getting too long
(it is longer than any of the hitchhiker books,
though on par with the first dirk gently). or
maybe he just wanted it to be like that. we'll
never know.
now i'm a million times sadder about him
dying so young :( with this book being so
original and so fun, i would have loved to see
what else he could do, especially since he
pretty much told everyone asking for more
hitchhiker's "fuck you" in mostly harmless.
douglas adams's humor and style was such a
gift and literature definitely needs more of it.
...more flag 7 likes · like · see review view 1
comment oct 29, 2016 kandice rated it liked it
dirk gently is a "holistic detective" who makes
use of "the fundamental interconnectedness
of all things" to solve the whole crime, and
find the whole person. he bills for everything
but claims that he cannot be considered to
have ripped anybody off, because none of
his clients ever pay him. i can&apos;t speak
for the first book, since i read out of order,
but he certainly doesn&apos;t get paid in this
one.
i so wanted to give this book five stars. i love
douglas adams&apos; humor, and his
hitchhiker&apos;s series w dirk gently is a
"holistic detective" who makes use of "the
fundamental interconnectedness of all things"
to solve the whole crime, and find the whole
person. he bills for everything but claims
that he cannot be considered to have ripped
anybody off, because none of his clients ever
pay him. i can't speak for the first book, since
i read out of order, but he certainly doesn't
get paid in this one.
i so wanted to give this book five stars. i love
douglas adams' humor, and his hitchhiker's
series will always be one of my favorites and
a go-to. this, however, fell flat after the first
half. the set up was pure adams' british
humor. ridiculousness for ridiculousness'
sake, but then when we get to a point where
things must be explained it just falls apart.
it seems the dirk books are about seemingly
unconnected narrative threads eventually
meeting up and becoming connected, but
that didn't happen here. there is an ending of
sorts. this was about thor and odin, norse
gods, who have been misplaced and have
lost, not only their powers, but also their
marbles! adams attempt to pull the threads
together simply caused more confusion for
me and the novel felt very unfinished.
i think there are parts of this book that could
be read alone as an example of adams'
genius, but the novel, taken as a whole, was
not successful. i will still read the first
because i am a bit of a completest and it was
a mistake on my part to read out of order, but
i won't be expecting much. ...more flag 7
likes · like · see review view 2 comments oct
29, 2018 steve garriott rated it really liked it
· review of another edition how do you
describe adams&apos; dirk gently books? i
have a hard time not because they
can&apos;t be genre-classified but because
they don&apos;t fit any novel form out there.
stream-of-consciousness on the part of the
author? is gently the main character? who is
the main character? what is going on?
there&apos;s one thing going on,
though--adams does a lot of describing.
it&apos;s a wealth of description. plot? pishtosh! we don&apos;t need no stinking plot!
that&apos;s not why you read an adams
novel anyway. so just let adams m how do
you describe adams' dirk gently books? i
have a hard time not because they can't be
genre-classified but because they don't fit
any novel form out there. stream-ofconsciousness on the part of the author? is
gently the main character? who is the main
character? what is going on? there's one
thing going on, though--adams does a lot of
describing. it's a wealth of description. plot?
pish-tosh! we don't need no stinking plot!
that's not why you read an adams novel
anyway. so just let adams mess with your
mind. but if you aren't acquainted with his
work, read the first two novels in the
hitchhiker's guide series first, then come in
for a landing on the first dirk gently novel.
you'll thank me. ...more flag 7 likes · like
· see review nov 26, 2018 ray rated it really
liked it shelves: novels, comedy, audio,
fantasy dirk gently is still not on the level of
hitch-hiker&apos;s guide, obviously, but this
sequel is a better read than the first. easier to
follow, and very funny, the story is intriguing.
i do wonder though, with the irreverent norse
gods hanging around, did this or american
gods come out first? dirk gently is still not on
the level of hitch-hiker's guide, obviously, but
this sequel is a better read than the first.
easier to follow, and very funny, the story is
intriguing. i do wonder though, with the
irreverent norse gods hanging around, did
this or american gods come out first? ...more
flag 8 likes · like · see review oct 05, 2017
youkneek rated it liked it shelves: completedseries, fantasy i didn’t enjoy this nearly as
much as dirk gently’s holistic detective
agency. it started off interesting, but for some
reason i became progressively less
interested as the story continued and i put
the book down more and more frequently. i
also didn’t find it as funny. it had humor, but
it didn’t make me laugh as much. i think it
intentionally took a more serious tone, which
i might have appreciated better if i’d been
more interested in the story.
the first book had a mixture of elements from
b i didn’t enjoy this nearly as much as dirk
gently’s holistic detective agency. it started
off interesting, but for some reason i became
progressively less interested as the story
continued and i put the book down more and
more frequently. i also didn’t find it as funny.
it had humor, but it didn’t make me laugh as
much. i think it intentionally took a more
serious tone, which i might have appreciated
better if i’d been more interested in the story.
the first book had a mixture of elements from
both science fiction and fantasy, but i thought
it leaned more toward science fiction. this
book, on the other hand, was purely in the
fantasy category with norse gods playing a
large role in the story. in many ways this
reminded me of american gods, at least in
terms of the basic premise, except without
the “american” part. this book was published
first, so maybe i would feel differently if i had
read it first, but i preferred american gods.
i’m not really sure why this one didn’t work
as well for me as dirk gently did but, by the
end, i was happy to be done with it. ...more
flag 6 likes · like · see review view 1
comment may 12, 2013 joey woolfardis rated
it liked it · review of another edition shelves:
2013, own, egads-bogen, masculine,
bookshelf, humour, ce20, sterling, ahreet
[short review from memory until i re-read at a
later date]
(memories of this is that it was extremely
funny and very enjoyable. i can&apos;t
imagine why i only gave it three stars, but
there must have been a reason. in my head
dirk will always look like stephen mangan
now.) [short review from memory until i reread at a later date]
(memories of this is that it was extremely
funny and very enjoyable. i can't imagine why
i only gave it three stars, but there must have
been a reason. in my head dirk will always
look like stephen mangan now.) ...more flag
6 likes · like · see review dec 18, 2018 arie
rated it it was ok · review of another edition
shelves: audiobook not actually as funny or
great as i had remembered, thought now i
see i only gave it two stars the first time
around so obviously i actually thought the
same at the time too. memory is a funny
thing. flag 6 likes · like · see review view 1
comment « previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … next »
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humor > comedy 305 users science fiction
fantasy 184 users novels 95 users audiobook
95 users european literature > british
literature 87 users see top shelves… about
douglas adams douglas adams 20,793
followers douglas noël adams was an english
author, comic radio dramatist, and musician.
he is best known as the author of the
hitchhiker&apos;s guide to the galaxy series.
hitchhiker&apos;s began on radio, and
developed into a "trilogy" of five books (which
sold more than fifteen million copies during
his lifetime) as well as a television series, a
comic book series, a computer game, and a
feature film that was douglas noël adams
was an english author, comic radio dramatist,
and musician. he is best known as the author
of the hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy
series. hitchhiker's began on radio, and
developed into a "trilogy" of five books (which
sold more than fifteen million copies during
his lifetime) as well as a television series, a
comic book series, a computer game, and a
feature film that was completed after adams'
death. the series has also been adapted for
live theatre using various scripts; the earliest
such productions used material newly written
by adams. he was known to some fans as
bop ad (after his illegible signature), or by his
initials "dna".
in addition to the hitchhiker's guide to the
galaxy, douglas adams wrote or co-wrote
three stories of the science fiction television
series doctor who and served as script editor
during the seventeenth season. his other
written works include the dirk gently novels,
and he co-wrote two liff books and last
chance to see, itself based on a radio series.
adams also originated the idea for the
computer game starship titanic, which was
produced by a company that adams cofounded, and adapted into a novel by terry
jones. a posthumous collection of essays and
other material, including an incomplete novel,
was published as the salmon of doubt in
2002.
his fans and friends also knew adams as an
environmental activist and a lover of fast
cars, cameras, the macintosh computer, and
other "techno gizmos".
toward the end of his life he was a soughtafter lecturer on topics including technology
and the environment. ...more other books in
the series dirk gently (4 books)

books by douglas adams more… related
articlesmeet the epic and awesome authors
of fall's big fantasy novels if you love the
fantasy genre, this is the season for you!
some of the biggest books out this fall
promise to be epics full of magic,
adventure,...read more...206 likes · 51
comments trivia about the long dark tea... 3
trivia questions
1 quiz more quizzes & trivia... quotes from
the long dark tea... “i may not have gone
where i intended to go, but i think i have
ended up where i needed to be.” — 38525
likes “there are some people you like
immediately, some whom you think you might
learn to like in the fullness of time, and some
that you simply want to push away from you
with a sharp stick.” — 1369 likes more
quotes…
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